
The Elvis Cole/Joe Pike series combined 

By Robert Crais 
 

The Monkey’s Raincoat  [1987] 

 

When quiet Ellen Lang enters Elvis 

Cole's Disney Deco office, she's lost 

something very valuable her husband 

and her young son. The case seems 

simple enough, but Elvis isn't thrilled. 

Neither is his enigmatic partner and 

firepower Joe Pike. Their search down the seamy side of 

Hollywood's studio lots and sculptured lawns soon leads 

them deep into a nasty netherworld of drugs and sex and 

murder. Now the case is getting interesting, but it's also 

turned ugly. Because everybody, from cops to starlets to 

crooks, has declared war on Ellen and Elvis. 

 

Stalking the Angel  [1988] 

 

Bradley Warren had lost something 

very valuable, something that 

belonged to someone else: a rare 

thirteenth century Japanese 

manuscript called the Hagakure. 

Everything PI Elvis Cole knew about 

Japanese culture he'd learned from 

reading Shogun, but he knew a lot of crooks and what he 

didn't know, his sociopathic sidekick Joe Pike did. 

Together their search begins in LA's Little Tokyo and the 

nest of the notorious Japanese mafia, the yakuza, and 

leads to a white knuckled adventure filled with madness, 

murder and sexual obsession just another day's work for 

Elvis Cole. 

 

Lullaby Town  [1992] 

 

Hollywood's newest wunderkind is 

Peter Alan Nelson, the brilliant, erratic 

director known as the King of 

Adventure.  His films make billions, but 

his manners make enemies.  What the 

boy king wants, he gets, and what 

Nelson wants is for Elvis to comb the country for the 

airhead wife and infant child the film-school flunkout 

dumped en route to becoming the third biggest filmmaker 

in America.  It's the kind of case Cole can handle in his 

sleep – until it turns out to be a nightmare.  For when Cole 

finds Nelson's wife in a small Connecticut town, she's 

nothing like what he expects.  The lady has some 

unwanted – and very nasty – mob connections, including 

a psychokiller who is the son of a godfather, which means 

Elvis could be opening the East Coast branch of his P.I. 

office…at the bottom of the Hudson River. 

 

Free Fall  [1993] 

 

Elvis Cole is just a detective who can't 

say no, especially to a girl in a terrible 

fix. And Jennifer Sheridan qualifies. Her 

fiance, Mark Thurman, is a decorated 

LA cop with an elite plainclothes unit, 

but Jennifer is sure he's in trouble the 

kind of serious trouble that only Cole can get him out of. 

Five minutes after his new client leaves the office, Cole 

and his partner, the enigmatic Joe Pike, are hip deep in a 

deadly situation as they plummet into a world of South 

Central gangs, corrupt cops and conspiracies of silence. 

And before long, every cop in the LAPD is gunning for a 

pair of armed and dangerous killers Cole and Pike. 

 

Voodoo River  [1995] 

 

Hired to uncover the past of Jodi Taylor, 

an actress in a hit TV show, Elvis leaves 

his native Los Angeles to head for 

Louisiana in search of Jodi's biological 

parents. But before he can tackle the 

mystery of the actress's background, he is up against a 

whole host of eccentrics, including a crazed Raid spraying 

housewife, a Cajun thug who looks like he's been made 

out of spare parts, and a menacing hundred year old river 

turtle named Luther. As Elvis learns about the enigmatic 



actress's origins, he also discovers the real reason he's 

been sent to Louisiana... 

 

Sunset Express  [1996] 

 

Prominent restaurateur Teddy Martin is 

facing charges in his wife’s brutal murder. 

But he’s not going down without 

spending a bundle of cash on his defense. 

So his hotshot attorney hires P.I. Elvis 

Cole to find proof that Detective Angela Rossi tampered 

with the evidence. Rossi needs a way back to the fast 

track after falling hard during an internal investigation five 

years ago. But Cole needs to know if she’s desperate 

enough to falsify the case against Martin in order to 

secure her own position. As Cole and his partner Joe Pike 

work their way through a tangle of witnesses and an even 

greater tangle of media, they begin to suspect that it’s not 

the police who are behind the setup. 

 

Indigo Slam  [1997] 

 

Life in the California sun suits Elvis Cole 

– until the day a fifteen-year-old girl and 

her two younger siblings walk into his 

office. Then everything changes. Three 

years ago, a Seattle family ran for their 

lives in a hail of bullets. Hired by three 

kids to find their missing father, Elvis now must pick up 

the cold pieces of a drama that began that night. What he 

finds is a sordid tale of high crimes and illicit drugs. As 

clues to a man’s secret life emerge from the shadows, and 

the action heads towards a climactic gunfight at 

Disneyland, Elvis knows he’s not just up against ruthless 

mobsters and some very angry Feds. He’s facing a storm 

of desperation and conspiracy – bearing down on three 

children whose only crime was their survival… 

 

L.A. Requiem  [1999] 

 

A reckoning has come to the City of 

Angels…Karen Garcia is missing and her 

father doesn't trust the cops he wants 

someone he knows on the case so he 

enlists the help of Elvis Cole and Joe 

Pike. It seems that Karen is the latest 

victim of a distinctive serial killer and the police are 

determined to pin her death, and four others, on the 

witness who found her body. Cole doesn't believe the 

man has the guts to murder, and with his partner and the 

police at each other's throats, it's down to him to find the 

connection that will reveal the killer. But nailing the 

murderer means choosing between the two people he 

cares most about... 

 

The Last Detective  [2003] 

 

Elvis Cole is once again coming to terms 

with his life as a PI on the streets of LA. 

He loves his girlfriend, Lucy Chenier, but 

his constant exposure to the Californian 

underclasses has stretched their 

relationship to the limit especially when 

Cole's job brings danger too close to her beloved son. The 

young boy, Ben, is rapidly becoming the light in both their 

lives. Then one sunny afternoon, the demons from Elvis's 

past finally come to visit. Ben is snatched from Cole's 

secluded home. The kidnappers call. They don't want 

money. They only want retribution. But who from his past 

is capable of such a crime? The only clue is that the 

kidnappers mention the words 'five two'. Five two was his 

unit designation in Vietnam a life he has avoided thinking 

about for over twenty years. But now he must embark on 

a journey into his own past to try to protect his future. For 

it seems that this kidnapper is not only someone who 

knows him, but someone who owes him. 

 

The Forgotten Man  [2005] 

 

Los Angeles, 3:58 a.m.: Elvis Cole 

receives the phone call he’s been 

waiting for since childhood. Responding 

to a gunshot, the LAPD has found an 

injured man in an alleyway. He has told 

the officer on the scene that he is 

looking for his son, Elvis Cole. Minutes later, the man is 

dead. 

 

Haunted throughout his life by a lack of knowledge about 

his father, Elvis turns to the one person who can help him 

navigate the minefield of his past – his longtime partner 

and confidant, Joe Pike. Together with hard-edged LAPD 



detective, Carol Starkey, they launch a feverish search for 

the dead man’s identity – even as Elvis struggles between 

wanting to believe he’s found his father at last and 

allowing his suspicions to hold him back. With each long-

buried clue they unearth, a frightening picture begins to 

emerge about who the dead man might have been and 

the terrible secret he’s been guarding. 

 

At the same time, Elvis has no way of knowing he has 

awakened a sleeping monster. The further he goes in his 

investigation, the closer he draws to a merciless killer who 

is violently connected to the unidentified man’s past. This 

psychopath believes Cole is hunting him, and he goes on 

the attack to find Elvis before Elvis can find him. 

 

The Watchman  [2007] 

 

Larkin Conner Barkley lives like the City 

of Angels is hers for the taking. Young 

and staggeringly rich, she speeds 

through the city during its loneliest 

hours, blowing through red after red in 

her Aston Martin as if running for her life. Until – out of 

nowhere – a car appears, and with it the metal-on-metal 

explosion of a terrible accident. Dazed, Larkin attempts to 

help the other victims. And finds herself the sole witness 

in a secret federal investigation. For maybe the first time 

in her life, Larkin wants to do the right thing. But by 

agreeing to cooperate with the authorities, she becomes 

the target for a relentless team of killers. And when the 

U.S. Marshals and the finest security money can buy can’t 

protect her, Larkin’s wealthy family turns to the one man 

money can’t buy – Joe Pike. Pike lives a world away from 

the palaces of Beverly Hills. He’s an ex-cop, ex-Marine, ex-

mercenary who owes a bad man a favor, and that favor is 

to keep Larkin alive. The one upside of the job is reuniting 

with Bud Flynn, Pike’s LAPD training officer, and a man 

Pike reveres as a father. The downside is Larkin Barkley, 

who is the uncontrollable cover girl for self-destruction – 

and as deeply alone as Pike. Pike commits himself to 

protecting the girl, but when they immediately come 

under fire, he realizes someone is selling them out. In 

defiance of Bud and the authorities, Pike drops off the 

grid with the girl and follows his own rules of survival: 

strike fast, hit hard, hunt down the hunters. With the help 

of private investigator Elvis Cole, Pike uncovers a web of 

lies and betrayals, and the stunning revelation that even 

the cops are not who they seem. As the body count rises, 

Pike’s biggest threat might come from the girl herself, a 

lost soul in the City of Angels, determined to destroy 

herself unless Joe Pike can teach her the value of life…and 

love. 

 

Chasing Darkness  [2008] 

It's fire season, and the hills of Los 
Angeles are burning. When police 
and fire department personnel rush 
door to door in a frenzied evacuation 
effort, they discover the week-old 

corpse of an apparent suicide. But the gunshot victim 
is less gruesome than what they find in his lap: a 
photo album of seven brutally murdered young 
women – one per year, for seven years. And when 
the suicide victim is identified as a former suspect in 
one of the murders, the news turns Elvis Cole's world 
upside down.  

Three years earlier Lionel Byrd was brought to trial 
for the murder of a female prostitute named Yvonne 
Bennett. A taped confession coerced by the police 
inspired a prominent defense attorney to take Byrd's 
case, and Elvis Cole was hired to investigate. It was 
Cole's eleventh-hour discovery of an exculpatory 
videotape that allowed Lionel Byrd to walk free. Elvis 
was hailed as a hero.  

But the discovery of the death album in Byrd's lap 
now brands Elvis as an unwitting accomplice to 
murder. Captured in photographs that could only 
have been taken by the murderer, Yvonne Bennett 
was the fifth of the seven victims – two more young 
women were murdered after Lionel Byrd walked 
free. So Elvis can't help but wonder – did he, Elvis 
Cole, cost two more young women their lives?  

Shut out of the investigation by a special LAPD task 
force determined to close the case, Elvis Cole and Joe 
Pike desperately fight to uncover the truth about 
Lionel Byrd and his nightmare album of death – a 
truth hidden by lies, politics, and corruption in a 
world where nothing is what it seems to be. 



The First Rule  [2009] 

 

The organized criminal gangs of the 

former Soviet Union are bound by what 

they call the thieves' code. The first rule 

is this: A thief must forsake his mother, 

father, brothers, and sisters. He must 

have no family – no wife, no children. We are his family. If 

any of the rules are broken, it is punishable by death. 

 

Frank Meyer had the American dream – until the day a 

professional crew invaded his home and murdered 

everyone inside. The only thing out of the ordinary about 

Meyer was that – before the family and the business and 

the normal life – a younger Frank Meyer had worked as a 

professional mercenary, with a man named Joe Pike. The 

police think Meyer was hiding something very bad, but 

Pike does not. With the help of Cole, he sets out on a hunt 

of his own – an investigation that quickly entangles them 

both in a web of ancient grudges, blood ties, blackmail, 

vengeance, double crosses, and cutthroat criminality, and 

at the heart of it, an act so terrible even Pike and Cole 

have no way to measure it. Sometimes, the past is never 

dead. It's not even past. 

 

The Sentry  [2011] 

 

Five years ago, Dru Rayne and her uncle 

fled from Louisiana to Los Angeles after 

Hurricane Katrina hit, but now they face 

a different kind of danger. A 

neighborhood protection gang savagely 

beats Dru’s uncle, but Pike witnesses it and offers his own 

brand of protection. Oddly enough, neither of them 

seems to want it — and neither do the federal agents 

mysteriously watching their storefront, men who appear 

quite willing to let the gang have its way. None of that 

deters Pike — there’s something about Dru that touches 

him and he won’t back away, whether she wants his help 

or not — but as the level of violence escalates, and Pike 

himself becomes a target, he and Elvis Cole begin to 

discover some things. Dru and her uncle are not who they 

seem, and everything Pike thought he knew about them, 

their relationship to the gang, and the reasons they fled 

New Orleans — it’s all been lies. A vengeful and 

murderous force is catching up to them... and it’s 

perfectly happy to sweep Pike and Cole up in its wake. 

 

Taken  [2012] 

 

When Nita Morales hires Elvis Cole to 

find her missing adult daughter, she isn't 

afraid, even though she's gotten a 

phone call asking for ransom. She knows 

it's a fake, that her daughter is off with 

the guy Nita will only call "that boy," and that they need 

money: "Even smart girls do stupid things when they think 

a boy loves them." 

 

But Nita is wrong. The girl and her boyfriend have been 

taken by bajadores – bandits who prey on other bandits, 

border professionals who prey not only on innocent 

victims, but on each other. They steal drugs, guns, and 

people – buying and selling victims like commodities, and 

killing the ones they can't get a price for. 

 

Elvis Cole and Joe Pike find the spot where they were 

taken. There are tire tracks, bullet casings, and 

bloodstains. They know things look as bad as possible. But 

they are wrong, too. It is about to get worse. Going 

undercover to find the two young people and buy them 

back, Cole himself is taken, and now it is up to Joe Pike to 

retrace Cole's steps, burning through the hard and 

murderous world of human traffickers to find his friend. 

But he may already be too late… 
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